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Abstract. 1"

Phytophthora infestans is one of the most important plant pathogens worldwide. It 2"

shows rapid adaptation to different agricultural practices like resistant cultivars or 3"

new protocols of chemical control. Another characteristic of this oomycete’s life 4"

cycle is the hemibiotrophy it displays. During the firsts days of infection it 5"

suppresses host defenses and feeds on the host. Then, a destructive necrotrophic 6"

phase follows. Molecular mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are beginning 7"

to be understood. However, studies considering the whole metabolism of the 8"

pathogen have not been conducted. We therefore reconstructed and generated 9"

context specific models (CEM) of asexual development and the infection progress 10"

using Flux balance analysis and network topology. We aimed at identifying specific 11"

metabolic markers of different life stages. Our results showed that overall 12"

metabolism does not show significant change during infection progress but some 13"

specific metabolic reactions characterize each stage. For example salvage 14"

pathways of nucleotides (purines) were active during the beginning of necrotrophy 15"

(4.p.i) and adenosine 5'-phosphosulfate was found to be an important hub on 16"

several CEMs networks. Some reactions related to methionine metabolism were 17"

active during biotrophy (2.d.p.i). Thus this study provides a framework for the 18"

generation of new hypotheses of the hemibiotrophic behavior of this important 19"

pathogen. Also, the importance of the selection of objective function in metabolic 20"

analyses and its relation to experimental and modeling issues is also discussed.  21"

Keywords: Flux Balance Analysis, Hemibiotrophy, Metabolic reconstruction, 22"

Phytophthora infestans. 23"
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Introduction. 1"

The increased number of sequenced genomes has been a major driver in 2"

the development of metabolic models. In a broad sense, a metabolic model 3"

summarizes the connectivity between metabolites and reaction-catalyzing 4"

enzymes1. Additionally, these relationships are represented in a metabolic network 5"

with reactions represented as edges connecting nodes that represent substrates 6"

and products2. Therefore a metabolic network reconstruction is a bottom-up 7"

approach that takes advantage of an organism’s genome annotation to extract 8"

critical information about the protein elements involved in metabolism. These 9"

models are often called genome scale reconstructions. The more information 10"

about physiology, biochemistry and genetics available for the target organism the 11"

better the predictive capacity of the model3 Thus, models are ideal to gather and 12"

integrate all the information of complex systems like pathogens interacting with a 13"

host. 14"

Phytophthora infestans is one of the most important plant pathogens in the 15"

world4. In the mid-nineteenth century, P. infestans was the causal agent of the 16"

disease that caused the Irish potato famine5. Nowadays management of the potato 17"

late blight relies on antioomycete fungicides6 and resistant cultivars4. However, 18"

populations of this pathogen show rapid adaptation/resistance to these control 19"

strategies 4,7. A possible explanation to the occurrence of these phenomena 20"

includes genome plasticity due to gene –sparse regions, transposable elements, 21"

modular effectors (RXLR and CRN families), among others8   22"

P. infestans is a plant pathogen with a complex life cycle, considered as a 23"

hemibiotroph.  According to West and Vleeshouwers (2004)9, the life cycle of P. 24"



infestans typically involves an asexual phase when the pathogen produces 1"

sporangia, which are the main source of inoculum in the field. Sporangia attach on 2"

a leaf and if the environmental conditions are appropriated, zoospores are 3"

released, encyst and produce a germ tube. If temperature is above 12 oC direct 4"

germination of sporangia occurs10. The germ tube differentiates into an 5"

appresorium-like structure and penetrates the cuticle; later the hyphae grows and 6"

form infections vesicles and haustoria. This phase is known as the biotrophic 7"

phase of the pathogen. After three to four days, necrotrophic phase begins; host 8"

leaves become yellowish and eventually black and necrotic. Also, this oomycete 9"

can undergo sexual reproduction, when mating strains (A1 and A2) mate, 10"

antheridia fertilizes oogonia producing a diploid thick walled oospore, which can 11"

survive in soil for many years 9. If the oospores germinate, A1 or A2 progeny 12"

grows and are able to infect tuber, stems or leaves. 13"

The first stages of infection are asymptomatic as a result of an effective 14"

suppression of programmed cell death. The “shift” between the biotrophic and 15"

necrotrophic phases is poorly understood and is becoming an important field of 16"

study. For example, Lee & Rose (2010)11 proposed a hypothetical model of 17"

transition between biotrophy and necrotrophy guided by effectors like SNE1 and 18"

PiNPPP1.1. SNE1 acts by suppressing programed cell death of host and halting 19"

the effects of NIPs (necrosis inducing proteins)12 until the necrotrophic phase is 20"

initiated and NIP comes into action. This ‘simultaneous accelerator and brake’ 21"

strategy of infection could explain the onset of necrosis and also gives clues of the 22"

regulation of pathogenesis and lifestyle. A previous study tried to use metabolic 23"

reconstruction as a tool to elucidate lifestyles of particular taxa13. The results of 24"



this study demonstrated that plant pathogenic pseudomonads like Pseudomonas 1"

syringae, show particular metabolic modifications consistent with the hypothesis of 2"

bottleneck or niche shift, like deletion of some enzymes involved in the metabolism 3"

of some amino acids as branched chain and sulphur-containing amino acids. 4"

In the case of the P. infestans – Solanum tuberosum interaction, Pinzon et 5"

al. 201114, used a targeted metabolic reconstruction to make a model of the host 6"

under the pathogen attack. However this research using systems biology 7"

techniques aimed at decipher the molecular basis of the compatibility. On the 8"

other hand, in 2013, Seidl et al.15 constructed a gene network of P. infestans and 9"

determined functional models related to life stages. Given this context, the main 10"

goal of this research was to generate a manual highly curated genome scale 11"

metabolic reconstruction of P. infestans, and to perform a FBA to identify important 12"

fluxes in growth, development and pathogenesis of this oomycete. Our working 13"

hypothesis is that P. infestans does not significantly alter its metabolism while 14"

attacking its host. 15"

 16"

Materials and methods 17"

Metabolic Reconstruction. 18"

The draft metabolic reconstruction was obtained from the Path2Models 19"

website (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/path2models). The P. infestans 20"

whole metabolism reconstruction was deposited under the identifier 21"

BMID000000140564. 22"

Curation of the metabolic reconstruction was performed using the bibliome 23"

by utilizing the  web server Metanetx.org16 and for Gap-filling the DETECT 24"



software was used17. Subsequent analysis with COBRA Toolbox 2.018 showed 1"

dead end metabolites which were removed from the final reconstruction. 2"

 3"

Flux Balance Analysis (FBA and Formulation of Context specific models 4"

(CEM) 5"

For the P. infestans metabolic reconstruction, as mentioned before, a first 6"

FBA was performed, using constrains like setting upper and lower bound of 7"

reactions to 0 and 1000 respectively.3 Two objective functions were used: 8"

production of cellulose as an indirect way to evaluate biomass (cellulose is the 9"

main constituent of oomycete mycelium wall) and production of glycine and 10"

cysteine as a way to evaluate protein synthesis more specifically effector 11"

production. Effector proteins are secreted during the infection process.  12"

FBA takes the reconstructed network, and assumes a steady-state of the 13"

biological system (the concentration of the metabolites over time tends to zero). 14"

This means that for the S matrix there is a vector v representing the flux rates of 15"

enzymatic reactions leading to dx/dt=Sv=0 at steady state. However, without 16"

restrictions this system is undetermined and no solution can be found. Therefore, 17"

constrains for each of the reactions must be placed in order to find a solution. 18"

Constrains of the system could be determined from ‘omics’ data sets (microarrays, 19"

RNA-seq, proteomics, metabolomics).14,19 Once constrains of the system are 20"

fixed, hypothesis of metabolic optimization objectives are presented as objective 21"

functions, classical objective function include biomass, ATP production, among 22"

others. The mathematical formulation of the reconstructions and flux balance 23"

analysis (FBA) were carried out using COBRAtoolbox 2.018, following the 24"



procedures suggested by Thiele & Palsson 20103 and Schellenberger et al 201118. 1"

Briefly, COBRA represents the relationship between metabolites and reaction in a 2"

stoichiometric matrix (S) with rows containing metabolites and columns 3"

representing reactions. Metabolites that are consumed have negative values while 4"

positive values are considered as production of a particular metabolite. The S 5"

matrix permitted to achieve a first FBA to evaluate the whole draft metabolic 6"

reconstruction. 7"

Context specific models (CEM) of sporulation, zoosporogenesis, mycelium, 8"

and the infection process were generated using as primary source of information, 9"

microarray data available in the GEO database (Table 1). CEMs were constructed 10"

using TIGERtoolbox20 which helps in the integration of transcriptional data 11"

(microarrays) into metabolic reconstructions by mapping gene to enzymes that 12"

catalyze each metabolic reactions (known as gene protein reactions) transforming 13"

them in boolean rules and converting in to a series of linear inequalities, thus 14"

setting new constrains for the S matrix. The algorithm used for this integration was 15"

MADE (metabolic adjustment by differential expression)20,21. The two objective 16"

functions were also evaluated over the 11 CEMs. FBA was performed for each 17"

CEM using both objective functions. 18"

 19"

Network Topology Analysis. 20"

Network analysis using metabolites as nodes and edges as reactions was 21"

achieved for all the metabolic networks constructed: whole metabolic network and 22"

CEM metabolic networks, evaluated under the selected objective functions. 23"

Additionally the most common currency metabolites (water, H+, ATP, ADP, NAD, 24"



NADH, NADP, NADPH) were eliminated for accurate network representation. 1"

NetworkX library (http://networkx.github.io) was used for visual representation and 2"

topological parameters calculation of each network (average length path, average 3"

node connectivity, average clustering, diameter, radius, center and minimum cut 4"

node)  5"

 6"

Results. 7"

Metabolic Reconstruction. 8"

The final reconstruction of P. infestans accounted for 978 metabolites, 9"

participating in 667 intercellular reactions (Table 2). Almost all metabolites in the 10"

network were allowed to have an exchange reaction. 11"

The most represented pathways in the reconstruction of P. infestans were 12"

purine and fatty acid metabolisms (Figure 1). Also, network visualization showed 13"

that there were metabolites isolated from the rest of the metabolic network seen in 14"

Figure 2 as groups of nodes isolated from the mayor component in the network. 15"

This could represent new enzymes not reported and that were not detected by 16"

DETECT or reactions connecting those metabolites were removed on the gap 17"

analysis. However topology calculations as average path length, diameter and 18"

radius, are similar and comparable with other metabolic networks previously 19"

reported 22,23 (Supplementary Table 1). 20"

 21"

FBA and CEMs. 22"

Using the MADE algorithm, 11 models were obtained, and analyzed under 23"

the two objective functions, cellulose production (objective function 1) and glycine, 24"



cysteine production (objective function2). Despite the biochemical difference 1"

between the objective functions, the same group of metabolic pathways showed a 2"

notable variation on their fluxes among all the CEM obtained being the most 3"

variable group of reactions those who are part of purine metabolism, followed by 4"

the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis group of reactions (Figure 3).  5"

Also, flux distribution of all CEMs showed that the majority of reactions had 6"

fluxes close to zero. Hierarchical Clustering of the “flux metabolic profiles” showed 7"

that under the objective function of cellulose production (component of the cell 8"

wall) all the conditions related to growth under media culture (RSA-medium, 9"

Sh10d, Sh20h, Nsh) had similar profiles, while on the other hand, conditions 10"

related to infection process and asexual development (2, 3, 4.d.p.i, Swimzoo, 11"

Spnsp, Clapre, Clvspr) were grouped together on a different cluster.  That same 12"

relation between flux and model were not that straightforward using cysteine and 13"

glycine production as objective function (Figure 4). For example sporangia, 14"

swimming zoospores and 4 days post infection were grouped on a cluster that 15"

combines 2 models that are related to morphological and developmental process 16"

and one model referring to infection process, while the other cluster contained the 17"

rest of the CEMs. However, inside that cluster there were some models that also 18"

grouped together under the cellulose production: in one group geminating cyst and 19"

appressoria clustered with cleaving sporangia, and in another one, 2.d.p.i grouped 20"

with 3 d.p.i under both objective functions. On the first case grouping these 2 21"

stages could reflect that this stages depend exclusively on internal nutrient 22"

reserves24,25, viewed also on the low number of metabolic reactions that are active 23"

e.g yellow on the heatmap and reflecting starvation during these stages. 24"



When assessing the pathway enrichment of the active reactions of CEMs 1"

we also identified some pathways unique to some stages evaluated. The 2"

uniqueness of the pathways also depended on the objective function used to 3"

perform the FBA. For example, using cellulose production as objective function, 4"

glyoxylate was unique to hyphae after 10 days of sporulation induction (Figure 5) 5"

and that same pathway was unique to non-sporulating sporangia when evaluated 6"

using production of glycine and cysteine production as objective function (Figure 7"

5). 8"

Another result of pathway mapping of active reactions on CEMs is that a 9"

high percentage of metabolic pathways had 10 or less active reactions (Figures 3, 10"

4 and 5). 11"

 12"

Network Topology analysis. 13"

Some parameters such as topological analysis of CEMs metabolic networks 14"

showed that average length path, node connectivity, clustering, diameter and 15"

radius were in the range of previously reported metabolic networks22,23, and did 16"

not show much variation under both objective functions. On the contrary, some 17"

CEMs depicted more that one center that changed according to the objective 18"

function used (supplementary information 1). Also, the minimum cut node varied 19"

among CEMs. For the CEM of swimming zoospores (Swimzoo) beta-D-glucose 20"

was the minimum cut node under cellulose objective function, and adenosine 5'-21"

phosphosulfate under glycine and cysteine production. The only exception was 22"

non-sporulating hyphae where both minimum cut nodes were adenosine 5'-23"

phosphosulfate (Table 3). 24"



Finally network representations of CEMs showed multiple disconnected 1"

nodes on all networks, and a smaller number of nodes and edges on appressoria 2"

formation (Clapre) and Cleaving sporangia (Figures 6 and 7) indicating few 3"

reactions actve on that CEMs which could be indication of starvation. 4"

 5"

Discussion. 6"

This is the first metabolic reconstruction of P. infestans that used life stage 7"

microarray data to make constrained models of some life stages of this oomycete. 8"

Moreover, the models obtained here give some insights on the growth 9"

development and pathogenesis caused by this hemibiotrophic plant pathogen. In 10"

particular, some metabolic markers could be identified in the main life cycle 11"

stages. A previous study attempted to model gene network of this oomycete and 12"

tried to find gene models related to some developmental stages (Hyphae, 13"

Sporangia, Cleaving sporangia, zoospore and cyst) but none of the infection 14"

process15. Our reconstruction not only confirmed this previous study but it has a 15"

broad scope because i) it considers the whole genome, ii) it takes into account the 16"

metabolic process occurring on the infection process and iii) it makes topology 17"

metrics of each life cycle network in order to find metabolic hubs 18"

Our working hypothesis was confirmed since the overall pattern of 19"

metabolic pathways did not change dramatically under the life stages analyzed. 20"

This general result is in agreement with what was reported for the hemibiotrophic 21"

pathosystem Septoria tritici - wheat on which an RNA-seq analysis of the fungus 22"

showed that the most dominant set of transcripts were assigned to metabolic 23"

processes making up to the 50% of the transcripts clusters during the infection 24"



course26. Also as previously reported, the glycolytic pathway genes in P. infestans 1"

did not show important expression changes growing on rye-sucrose media, potato 2"

tubers and tomato, and metabolic adaptation correspond to the expression of a 3"

few genes like the invertase that catalyze the conversion from sucrose to 4"

glucose27. 5"

Our main objective was to assess the metabolic differences among growth 6"

conditions or life stages, in order to find unique, representative metabolic markers 7"

that could be associated mainly to important biological process as the switch 8"

between biotrophy and necrotrophy. Despite the “uniformity” showed by the 9"

metabolism of P. infestans under different growth conditions, there were some 10"

unique reactions to each life stage model. For example, when cysteine and glycine 11"

production was used as objective function, cellulose lysis by beta-glucosidase 12"

(Kegg code:"R02887) was only active on the germinated cysts and appressoria 13"

models. This result suggests that this enzyme could help on the infection process 14"

by softening the plant cell wall as previously shown28. Additionally the active 15"

metabolism of sporangia compared to zoospores was also noted, this difference is 16"

possible due to the level of hydration of the sporangia on which cue for 17"

germination and maintain viability are required 29 18"

Another metabolic trait commonly related to growth and development of 19"

oomycetes and reported for P. cinnamoni is the presence of a pyruvate phosphate 20"

dikinase (PPDK), which catalyze the conversion of pyruvate, ATP and organic 21"

phosphate to phosphoenolpyruvate, AMP and pyrophosphate. The corresponding 22"

gene shows a differential expression during starving mycelia30 a condition that 23"

resembles physiological conditions that are needed for asexual sporulation and 24"



constitutes another way to obtain energy31,32. The enzymes are involved in the 1"

synthesis of phosphoenolpyruvate from TCA oxaloacetate adding up a different 2"

pathway to obtain energy. In our CEMs this PPDK was active at 2.d.p.i on both 3"

objective functions, non-sporulation mycelia (NSH), mycelia after 10 days of 4"

sporulation induction and cleaving sporangia under the cysteine and glycine 5"

objective function. Taken all this together, we could suggest that at 2.d.p.i, 6"

carbohydrates form host are depleted and alternative mechanisms of energy 7"

generation must be activated. Also the others CEMs show and support previous 8"

reported responses to starvation on mycelia30,31,33 and suggest the same 9"

mechanism in cleaving sporangia. 10"

Amino acids have been reported as metabolism highlights during a 11"

compatible infection between potato and P. infestans33. Different pathways of 12"

amino acids metabolism are active during the infection process: in the biotrophic 13"

phase there is no need for synthesizing new amino acids, given that effectors and 14"

others proteins are modifying host metabolism for the creation of a sink used by 15"

the pathogen to supply its own amino acids requirements. Then, when the 16"

necrotrophic phase starts, the level of free amino acids on host tissue lowers, 17"

setting the signal for starting the biosynthesis of amino acids in the parasite and 18"

the host33 prior to induce plant cell death. The pathways related to amino acid 19"

metabolism were a dominant set in germinating cysts and appressoria on both 20"

objective functions, which could be related to protein effector synthesis which are 21"

know to be necessary for the establishment of infection. This highlights the fact 22"

that small groups of reactions are modified according to the “environmental 23"

challenge” that P. infestans is facing. 24"



Several amino acids are actively transported from the host to the pathogen 1"

in plant pathosystems. These are histidine, lysine and methionine34. In the case of 2"

P. infestans - Solanum interaction, cysteine, hydroxyproline and lysine have been 3"

proposed as the main amino acids biosynthesized by the plant and translocated to 4"

the pathogen during the biotrophic phase35. In our CEMs, 2 reactions related to 5"

methionine metabolism were found to be active early in the biotrophic infection 6"

process, at 2.d.p.i using both objective functions: degradation of methionine to 4-7"

methylthio-2-oxobutanoate (Kegg code:! R00648), and synthesis of the same 8"

amino acid using4-methylthio-2-oxobutanoate (Kegg code:" R07396). This 9"

indicates that methionine metabolism is important for the infection process, 10"

replenishing one of the nitrogen sources for pathogens due to the nitrogen 11"

starvation encountered by the pathogen in leaves 36,37. 12"

Just like amino acids, nucleotide biosynthesis has been reported as an 13"

important pathway in the Solanum - Phytophthora interaction and during 14"

Phytophtora germination38. Two proteins (phosphoribosylglycinamide synthetase 15"

and adenosine kinase) of the purine metabolic pathway are up regulated during 16"

sporangia and germinated cysts 39. In our models and under cysteine and glycine 17"

objective function, adenosine kinase (purine salvage pathway) was found to be 18"

active on cleaving sporangia and 4.d.p.i. As this enzyme catalyzes the transfer of 19"

one phosphate group from ATP to adenine yielding adenosine monophosphate 20"

(AMP) and ADP, this AMP could be used as substrate for the generation of 21"

Inosine monophosphate (IMP) that is used as precursor of GTP. If we establish 22"

the beginning of necrotrophy around 4 days40, the activation of the adenosine 23"

kinase is contributing as a one of the metabolic signals for generation and 24"



germination of biotrophic-derivated sporangia, because sporangia need high 1"

amounts of nutrients in order to sustain the novo synthesis of different 2"

macromolecules on the zoospores, cysts and appressoria. This is in agreement 3"

with Judelson et al. 200941 who proposed that the metabolic genes induced in the 4"

sporulation is a response to the big physiological changes during sporulation. 5"

One unexpected result that contradicts previous studies in our laboratory is 6"

that we did not found reactions related to the de novo synthesis of pyrimidines as 7"

unique pathways marking a life stage. Previously, these pathways were proposed 8"

as possible metabolic markers of both biotrophy and necrotrophy42. Dihydroorotate 9"

dehydrogenase (DHODase) and uridine monophosphate synthetase (UMPase) 10"

and Uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (UPRTase), the first two enzymes of the 11"

pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway are upregulated during the biotrophic phase and 12"

up regulated during necrotrophy respectively42. In our CEMs none of these 13"

reactions were found to be active during the life stages studied. On the contrary, 14"

different nucleotide salvage reactions were found to be unique to some of the 15"

CEMs. The inconsistency observed between our CEMs and Garcia-Bayona et al. 16"

(2014) results probably highlights that our metabolic reconstruction and objective 17"

reactions, could predict some important characteristics of P. infestans metabolism, 18"

but need to be adjusted because the objective functions resulted in biased 19"

representation of the physiology of P. infestans towards particular amino acids and 20"

biomass. 21"

Network analysis showed that each of the 11 CEMs showed similar 22"

topology metrics (average length path, diameter, radius) but metabolites that 23"

conform the center of the networks (Supplementary Table 1) differed depending 24"



on the CEM. For example the model for 2 days post infection (2.d.p.i) showed a 1"

higher number of centers on both objective functions. The centers are nodes that 2"

have minimum eccentricity" (eccentricity means how far a node is from the node 3"

most distant from it in the graph) meaning that a high number of centers provides 4"

multiple ways to go from one metabolite from another and giving some kind of 5"

metabolic plasticity to the network. In the case of P. infestans this result supports 6"

multiple scenarios during the infection process (reactive oxygen species (ROS) 7"

production by host, synthesis of effectors or other kind of proteins like membrane 8"

transporters). Another characteristic that is interesting was the lower number of 9"

nodes, low diameter and radius in the CEMs corresponding to appressoria 10"

(CLAPRE). This could represent low metabolic activity (the number of nodes and 11"

edges is related to the number of reactions active on a particular CEM), due to 12"

high metabolite accumulation and transport from host to pathogen43. The type 13"

(amino acid, carbohydrate, lipid) and flux of host metabolites transport is 14"

exclusively determined by the pathogen 34. 15"

Model analysis permitted to identify life-stage markers in P. infestans. 16"

Indeed, the minimum cut node parameter varied according to the CEM and the 17"

objective function used. The minimum cut node is defined as the node that if 18"

removed would disconnect the network, implying that the metabolite classified as 19"

minimum cut node, denotes vulnerable hubs of the network that could be used as 20"

target for the control of the pathogen. The calculation of these important nodes 21"

showed that metabolites related to salvage nucleotide metabolism could be 22"

important to several life stages of P. infestans despite the fact that our model did 23"

not show important genes related to the de novo synthesis of this group of 24"



metabolites. One of those minimum cut node was oxygen using glycine and 1"

cysteine production as objective function on the appressoria network suggesting 2"

that if this structures are optimized for the production of proteins the process of 3"

cyst germination and appressoria formation is oxygen-dependent. However as all 4"

these analysis are derivate from the results of the FBA and as mentioned and 5"

discussed before, they lack a robust set of objective functions, the variability 6"

observed on minimum cut nodes, and the establishment of minimum cut node-7"

CEM is evident. Validation of the minimum cut nodes should involve in-silico 8"

mutants and their respective experimental counterparts. 9"

Although most of our predicted fluxes by the models were validated against 10"

published data, there were groups of fluxes showing inconsistencies between real 11"

and model data44,45. On the other hand, there have been several considerations 12"

concerning the objective function, as maximization of biomass is frequently used 13"

as objective function, the underlying hypothesis is that maximal growth rate (in our 14"

case Cellulose production) is favored during evolution46. But efficiency not always 15"

correlates with high growth rate 47. Therefore a variable objective function should 16"

be applied on each CEM reflecting biological evidence. For example, endogenous 17"

production of crucial, central metabolites should be enhanced during biotrophic 18"

phase of hemibiotropic plant pathogens48 while scavenging nutrients from host 19"

during necrotrophy phase. Given this context, metabolites that are used as 20"

precursors for the biosynthesis of amino acids, nucleotides, among others, should 21"

be on the objective function of the CEMs related to biotrophic phases, and 22"

metabolites corresponding to salvage pathways should be included in necrotrophic 23"



phases. This new approach if going to be the starting point for the generation of 1"

more accurate CEMs of P. infestans  2"

In conclusion the metabolic reconstruction of P. infestans and the 3"

elaboration of CEMs provides us a first insight of the whole metabolism behavior 4"

under stages of development, growth and pathogenesis of this oomycete. For 5"

example carbohydrate starvation was observed during the establishment of 6"

biotrophy phase, and an active metabolism of methionine was also observed on 7"

this phase. Nucleotides represented a bottleneck on our CEMs, because some 8"

experimental observations were not observed on any of our CEMs setting the 9"

need of exploring new objective functions that could fit and reconciliate previous 10"

experimental data with our model. Also network analysis showed the complexity of 11"

the metabolism of this oomycete on each life stage, and set a framework for the 12"

study of the understanding of the hemibiotrophic life stage and the development of 13"

new chemical strategies for the control of this plant pathogen. 14"

 15"
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Table 2.  Phytophthora infestans metabolic reconstruction and topology 1"

information. 2"

 3"

Phytophthora infestans metabolic reconstruction properties 

Genes 

 

713 

Reactions 

  

 

Cellular compartment 677 

 

Exchange reactions 991 

GPR associations 672 

Metabolites 

 

978 
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Network metrics 
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Average length path 2,56 4,29 

Average node 

connectivity 1,49 1,23 

Average clustering 0,46 0,14 

Diameter 6 12 

Radius 3 6 

Min node cut Water D-fructose 6-phosphate 
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Table 3. Minimum cut node for each of the CEM’s evaluated with the selected 

objective functions. RSA-medium: P. infestans growing on RSA medium; 2.d.p.i: 2 

days post inoculation; 3.d.p.i: 3 days post inoculation; 4.d.p.i: 4 days post 

inoculation; NSH: non-sporulating hyphae; Sh20h: 20 hours after induce hyphae to 

sporulate; Sh10d: 10 days after sporulation induction; Spnsp: ungerminated 

sporangia; Clvspr: cleaving sporangia; Swimzoo: swimming zoospores; Clapre: 

geminated cysts and appresoria. 
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Sh10d adenosine alpha-D-glucose 

Spnsp lauroyl-CoA Inosine 5'-diphosphate 

Clvspr Inosine 5'-diphosphate cysteine 

Swimzoo beta-D-glucose adenosine 5'-phosphosulfate 

Clapre Ribonucleic acid Oxygen 
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 1"
Figure 1. Reactions of the metabolic reconstruction of Phytophthora infestans 2"

grouped by metabolic pathways according to KEGG (Kanehisa et al, 2006). 3"
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Figure 2. Phytophthora infestans network visualization, nodes are metabolites and 3"

reactions are edges. Node color and size were adjusted according to the degree of 4"

nodes: red and big nodes mean high degree nodes (nodes with a high number of 5"

edges), while blue and small nodes mean low degree nodes (nodes with low 6"

number of edges). 7"

 8"



 1"
 2"

Figure 3." More Variable Reactions after flux balance analysis (FBA) with non zero 3"

flux of CEMs grouped by metabolic pathways according to KEGG49 4"
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Figure 6. CEMs network visualization under objective function 1, node color were 

adjusted according to degree, red and big nodes means high degree nodes, while 

blue and small nodes means low degree nodes. RSA-Medium: P. infestans 

growing on RSA media; 2.d.p.i: 2 days post inoculation; 3.d.p.i: 3 days post 

inoculation; 4.d.p.i: 4 days post inoculation; NSH: non-sporulating hyphae; Sh20h: 

20 hours after induce hyphae to sporulate; Sh10d: 10 days after sporulation 

induction; Spnsp: ungerminated sporangia; Clvspr: cleaving sporangia; Swimzoo: 

swiming zoospores; Clapre: geminated cysts and appresoria. 

  



 

Figure 7. CEMs network visualization under objective function 2, node color were 

adjusted according to degree, red and big nodes means high degree nodes, while 

bluish and small nodes means low degree nodes. RSA-Medium: P. infestans 

growing on RSA media; 2.d.p.i: 2 days post inoculation; 3.d.p.i: 3 days post 

inoculation; 4.d.p.i: 4 days post inoculation; NSH: non-sporulating hyphae; Sh20h: 

20 hours after induce hyphae to sporulate; Sh10d: 10 days after sporulation 

induction; Spnsp: ungerminated sporangia; Clvspr: cleaving sporangia; Swimzoo: 

swiming zoospores; Clapre: geminated cysts and appresoria. 

  



Supplementary table 1:Network metrics of Each CEM’s(Average lengh path, 

Average node connectivity, Average clustering, Diameter, Radius, Center and Min 

cut node ) under both objective functions. 
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